
SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1794

Saturday 26 September, 2020

Hares: Saint Blow Job, Fungus & Flying Dickhead

phuket-hhh.com

The Weather Spirits gave us a rain break
this week, well done hares.  Having been
forewarned to apply mosquito spray the
resulting gas cloud from 600 squirts
protected the entire laager. Eager to hit the
trails runmaster Fungus called in a
surprised virgin horn blower Bunnyken
Pis.  Running along beside her as a kind of
blowing coach was Invisible Man who
apparently became just that out on the trail
when he couldn't keep up with her.

Run offenses started with the hares in the circle, and they stayed there some time.  
Announcements brought in Just In Beaver donning another curtain caveman outfit and 
began reading a tome worth of details for the coming weekend Outstation Run which is 
sure to be a success from the huge effort of JIB and Go Go Trump.

Fungus brought in co-hares so SBJ could corroborate that FD had been so crippled with 
his bad back that he could probably accompany us to lay paper, which he did and with 
great suffering, if the moaning was any indication.  An hour into this ordeal SBJ and 
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Fungus walked to the left of a downed tree and FD strayed to the right.  Suddenly FD's 
back was miraculously healed before their very eyes as they watched FD jumping into 
the air screaming and flailing all over the place like a big bag of snakes, completely 
uninhibited by anything like a bad back.  Bees? Scorpions? A king cobra?  No, he'd seen 
a spider.  No wonder the rubber tappers shake their heads whenever they see us coming.

Today Fungus got caught out for
having enticed Bunneken Pis to
be Horn Blower by providing
Invisible Man a detailed map of
the run including falsies,
descriptions and distances.
Fungus and IM, on the ice!
Fungus, being American, yelled
for evidence as Jungle Balls
slowly open a sodden, folded
map complete with numbered
falsies and terrain descriptions,
which JB promptly wadded up
and dropped into Fungus' down down cup.  Invisible Man was iced for having been 
overheard at several points along the trails saying to Bunneken Pis “this is where we 
stop and retie our shoes, they'll be back”.

Manneken Pis got Fungus and Bunnyken Pis in to thank Fungus, who'd been working 
for several weeks encouraging Bunnyken Pis to blow the horn.  As it turned out she told 
MP who also encouraged her as he coached her blowing skills, saying to her over and 
over “show me again what a check sound like”.  Hearing this Too Old To Fuck 
immediately got excited and asked Fungus if Good Jobs could be horn sometime soon.

OnON, Fungus, Scribe  Click here to see more pictures
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